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Preføce

This book has two principal goals. First, I intend to provide an
accessible introduction to the thought of Isaiah Berlin, in particular
his political thought, and to the citical literature that his thought
has provoked. Secondly, I mean to defend a particular interpreta-
tionbf Berlin's work, a particular evaluation of the strengths and
weaknesses of that work, and a particular account of how Berlin's
work should be developed and applied to current concerns.

Because of the book's dual purpose, readers may notice some-
thing of a change of gear as I pass from exposition, I hope tolerably
impãrtial, to eñgaged citical argument. lndeed, I hope lhey d9
nolice these shifts, because another of my goals is to avoid what I
regard as a problem with some previous critical work on Berlin,
namely a failure adequately to separate his thought from the critic's
own. fhroughout the writing of this book I have been conscious of
a point neatþ put to me by Henry Hardy: that one should be wary
of discrepancies between what Berlin says, what he means, and
what he ought to say. Accordingly, I have tried to let Berlin speak
for himself wherever possiblg to interpret where necessary, and to
depart from or build on his views where the issues they_ raise
wärrant arguments opposed or additional to those that Berlin
actually offers. t hope it will be evident which of these tasks I
am engaged on at any one time.In particular, in t]roseplaces where
I go beyónd Berlin (especially in chapters 7 and 8), I try to make
itìlear where Berlin ends and further argument begins, and to
keep any such further argument within the spirit of Berlin's general
position.



Preface

To Henry Hardy I owe much more than the advice reported
above. Indeed, anyone who studies the work of Berlin owes a
special debt to Henry, who is Berlin's editor and one of his literary
trustees. Berlin was modest about publishing his work, and much
of it would still be available only in scattered locations, if at all,
without Henry's energetic intervention. Henry is also responsible
for the second most useful tool for research on Berlin after the texts
themselves, namely the website called The Isaiah Berlin Virtual
Library. This contains a comprehensive bibliography of writings by
and about Berlin, and much else besides. In addition,I must record
a great personal debt to Henry, who has encouraged me in my work
over many years and who generously read and commented on the
entire typescript of this book, saving me from many mistakes.

The whole typescript was also read by David Miller and by an
anonymous reader for Polity, both of whom offered a number of
helpful suggestions. Colleagues and friends who read and advised
on parts of the text include Rick De Angelis, Martin Griffiths,
Anthony Langlois, Lionel Orchard, Norman Wintrop and Peter
Woolcock. Jerry Cohen, Michael Freeden, Mark Philp and Alan
Ryan gave me useful information and insights in conversation.
My thanks also to John Thompson, Reitha Pattison and Elizabeth
Molinari at Polity, and to Helen Gray and Jean van Altena for
editing. The basic research for the book was assisted by Flinders
University through its Outside Studies programme and Small
Grants scheme. My largest debt of all is, as always, to my partner,
Sue Thiele.

Parts of the text first appeared in 'Hedgehog and Fox', Austrølian
lournøl of PoliticøI Science 38 (2003), 333-9, and I am grateful to the
publishers for permission to reuse that material. I also acknow-
ledge, with thanks, the permission of Curtis Brown Group Ltd on
behalf of the Isaiah Berlin Literary Trust to quote extensively from
Berlin's Liberty.

Abbreaiøtions

Books by Berlin
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CTH The Crooked Timber of Humanity (1990)

FIB Freedom ønd its Betrayal (2002)
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Pd The Power ot' ldeas (2000)

PSM The Proper Study of Mankind (1'997)

RR The Roots of Romønticism (1,999)

RT Russian Thinkers 0978)
SM The Soaiet Mind Q004)
SR The Sense of Reality (1996)

TCE Three Critics of the Enlightenment (2000)

lntercieuss

Cona. Conaersations wíth Isaiah Berlin (with Ramin Jahanbegloo)
(1992)

Sø1. Salmagundi interview (with Steven Lukes) (1998)

TCN'TwoConceptsof Nationalism' (withNathanGardels) 0991)

Biogrøphy

Michael lgnatieff, Isaiøh Berlin: A Life (1998)Ltfe
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Hedgehog ønd Fox

In one of his most famous essays, Isaiah Berlin quotes a fragment
from the Greek poet Archilochus: 'The fox knows many things, but
the hedgehog kñows one big thing' (RT,22). For Berlin, these words
suggesi a piofound distinction between two kinds of artist or
thiln-ker. On ttre one hand there are those who,like the hedgehog,
'relate everything to a single central vision, one system less ormore
coherent of articulate, in tèrms of which they understand, think and
feel'. On the other hand there are the foxes, 'those who pursue many
ends, often unrelated and even contradictory', who think'on many
levels, seizing upon the essence of a vast variety of experiences and
objects for whal they are in themselves, without, consciously or
uiconsciously, seeking to fit them into, or exclude them from, any
one unchanging, all-ehbracing, sometimes self-contradictory and
incomplete, át times fanatical, inner vision' (KT,22). The hedgehogs,
in Berún's judgement, include Dante, Plato, Lucretius, Pascal, HgSel
and others, wñile Shakespeare, Herodotus, Aristotle and Montaigne
are foxes.

Is Berlin himself a hedgehog or a fox? His reference to the way
in which the unitary vision of ihe hedgehog can become 'fanatical'
hints at what may be said to be Berlin's official line: it is safer to
follow the fox; beware the hedgehog. The contrast between hedge-
hog and fox is a metaphor for the crucial distinction at the heart of
Beilin's thought, between monism and pluralism in moral and
political philosophy: between, that is, the monist view that there is

ä single right way of answering any moral or political questio-n, and
the pluralist view that basic human goods are multiple, conflicting

I

I
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2 Hedgehog and Fox

and incommensurable. Monism, Berlin believes, harbours dangers
that pluralism avoids. Berlin, the pluralist, thus tends to present
himself as a fox, and certainly he knows many things. As his biog-
rapher Michael Ignatieff writes, 'no other major figure in twentieth-
century Anglo-American letters made contributions across such a
range of disciplines: in analytical philosophy, in the intellectual
history of Marxism, the Enlightenment, and the Counter-
Enlightenment, and in liberal political theory'.r

Yet Berlin is also, and perhaps more deeply, a hedgehog. The
great bulk of his work, however varied its immediate focus, can be
understood as dedicated to a single, dominant project, namely the
liberal struggle against twentieth-century totalitarianism, in partic-
ular in its Communist form. Berlin is explicitly a partisan of liberal
democracy in the Cold War. His contribution to that cause is to trace
the origins of the totalitarian disease to its intellectual roots, which
he finds not in any wholly new outlook peculiar to the twentieth
century but in conceptions of freedom and morality deeply embed-
ded in the history of Western thought. The cure he prescribes is a
tougher, more realistic version of liberalism, disabused of what he
sees as the complacent expectations of the eighteenth and nine-
teenth centuries, and dedicated not to the creation of a cosmopoli-
tan utopia but to the defence of the humane management of the
hard choices that are inseparable from the human condition. Berlin
is scarcely a one-dimensional thinker; or one whose interests are
confined to a narrow range. Nevertheless, his thought is very far
from being a mere series of unrelated claims and insights. His work
has a discernible shape, with a distinct centre, and its development
follows an intelligible trajectory.

Three themes

Within Berlin's overarching concern with the conflict between
liberty and totalitarianism, three principal themes stand out in his
work. These all involve contrast and conflict: between negative and
positive conceptions of liberty, between the Enlightenment and the
Counter-Enlightenment, and between monist and pluralist under-
standings of morality.

First, Berlin finds the origins of totalitarian thinking most imme-
diately in what he calls 'the betrayal of freedom'. This is the idea
not of a simple rejection of liberty but of a systematic distortion of
what freedom truly is. Negative liberty, the absence of coercive
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interference, is contrasted with positive liberty, the freedom of self-
mastery, where a person is ruled not by arbitrary desires but by the
'true' or authentic self. While both negative and positive ideas rep-
resent genuine and important aspects of liberty, history shows that
the positive idea of freedom is peculiarly vulnerable to abuse. That
is bècause it leaves open the possibility that the person's authentic
wishes may be identified with the commands of some external
authority, for example, the state or the Party' Freedom is then
defined as obedience, and in effect is twisted into the very opposite
of freedom. Berlin does not reject positive liberty entirely, but he
warns against its potential for distortion. He recommends negative
liberty, which he sees as the characteristically liberal conception of
freedom, as the safer option.

The second of Berlin's major themes is the conflict between the
Enlightenment on one side and the 'Counter-Enlightenment' and
romanticism on the other. Berlin originally distinguished negative
and positive liberty as 'liberal' and 'Romantic' conceptions of liberty
respectively.2 One source of the positive conception, with its empha-
sis on personal authenticity, is the romantic stress on the unique-
ness of individuals, and of whole cultures, in reaction to the
universalism of the Enlightenment. Romanticism is the cradle of
modern nationalism, and of the irrationalism with which it com-
bined in the right-wing totalitarianisms of Berlin's time. However,
the Enlightenment too, on Berlin's view, is not without its share
of blame for the ills of the twentieth century. As a liberal, Berlin
considers himself a defender of the Enlightenment, with its faith
in reason, personal liberty and toleration. But certain strains of
Enlightenment thought take the claims of reason and science to
utopian extremes, and these play a significant part in the genesis of
the totalitarianism of the left, which is Berlin's principal target. For
Berlin, Stalinism can be traced back to Marx, and from him to the
hyper-optimistic scientism of well-meaning eighteenth-century
philosophes like Helvétius, Holbach and Condorcet. The scientistic
strain in the Enlightenment is, moreover, usefully opposed by the
Counter-Enlightenment predecessors of the romantics. Vico, Herder
and Hamann, in particular, raise important questions about the ade-
quacy of the objective methods of the natural sciences for under-
standing distinctively human conduct. Consequently, Berlin looks
to the Counter-Enlightenment not only for the origins of fascism but
also for inspiration in the fight against communism. The totalitar-
ian disaster has roots in both the Enlightenment and its critics, but
each also provides weapons against the excesses of the other.
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4 Hedgehog and Fox

Berlin's third theme, the opposition between monist and plural-
ist conceptions of morality, is his deepest. The scientistic, utopian
side of the Enlightenment is really a modern instance of a more
deep-seated tendency in Western thought as a whole. This is to
suppose that somehow, at some level, all genuine moral values
must fit together in a single coherent system capable of yielding a
single correct answer to any moral problem. This is moral 'monism'.
Its political implication is utopian: that the true moral system, once
known, will enable us to iron out all political conflicts and make
possible a perfected society in which there will be universal agree-
ment on a single way of life. Such a view, Berlin protests, does not
do justice to the depth and persistence of conflict in the moral expe-
rience of human beings. That experience teaches that we are
frequently faced with choices among competing goods, choices to
which no clear answers are forthcoming from simple monist rules.
Moreover, the monist outlook is positively dangerous. To suppose
that moral and political perfection is possible, even in principle, is
to invite the thought that its realization justifies the employment
of any efficient means. There is a distinct, historically detectable
association, Berlin believes, between moral monism and political
totalitarianism by way of utopianism.

The truer and safer view of the deep nature of morality is that of
'value pluralism'. There are many human goods, we can know
objectively what these are, and some of them are universal. But they
are sometimes 'incommensurable', meaning that they are so differ-
ent from one another that each has its own character and force,
untranslatable into the terms of any other. When they come into
conflict, as they often do, the choices between them will be hard
choices, in part because in choosing one good we necessarily forgo
another, and also because we will not be able to apply any simple
rule that reduces the rival goods to a common denominator or that
arranges them in a single hierarchy that applies in all cases. For
example, liberty and equality are incommensurables on Berlin's
view. Each is valuable for its own sake, on its own terms; no amount
of one entirely compensates for any amount of the other. When they
collide in particular cases, we are consequently faced with difficult,
perhaps tragic, choices. Those choices cannot be resolved by a neat
decision procedure such as utilitarianism, since 'utility', however
understood, is simply another incommensurable good potentially
in competition with liberty and equality. This does not mean that
choices among incommensurables are necessarily non-rational or
that no such choice can be more justified than any other, as I shall
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argue later. It does mean that pluralist choices tend to be complex

anä often Painful.
What, if anything, are the political implications of value plural-

ism? Berlin believes that pluralism points us towards liberalism.
pluralism in his sense implies the inescapability of choice in human
experience, hence, he argues, a case for freedom of choice. Plural-
ism also entails, as already mentioned, the impossibility of moral
and political perfection and the inevitability of disagreement and

conflict. A humane and viable politics will therefore accept funda-
mental disagreement about the good, and seek to contain and

manage thal disagreement rather than transcend it. This is what
liberaÍism does in contrast to utopian doctrines such as Marxism.
Utopian thinking, made possible most fundamentally by moral
monism, is an invitation to justify any means by reference to an end

that is, by definition, ultimately and absolutely desirable. The value-
pluralislview denies that there can be any such ultimate end, insists
iather that there are many different ends to be balanced, and coun-
sels care and moderation in seeking that balance. Pluralism thus rec-

ommends liberalism in the political field, as a humane response to
human imperfection and disagreement. Berlin is a hedgehog whose
single underlying message is, ironically, that of value pluralism:
'Beware hedgehogs; imitate the fox'.

Life and times

The case for liberal moderation is, for Berlin, not merely academic
but the fruit of personal experience and conviction. His was a life
lived close to some of the major events and personalities of the
twentieth century. Berlin was born, in 1'909, into a middle-class
Russian-Jewish family in Riga, in what is now Latvia, then part of
the Russian Empire. His father was a successful timber merchant,
and the family's circumstances were comfortable.ln19'l'6, however,
the Berlins moved to Petrograd (now, as earlier; St Petersburg), and
there, the following year, they witnessed at first hand the revolu-
tions of February and October. Isaiah was seven when he saw a

Tsarist policeman, 'pale and struggling', being dragged away by a
crowd, apparently io his death (Conu',4)' This image stayed with
Berlin foi ihe rest of his life, crystallizing his abiding fear of revo-
lutionary violence and of political extremism in general.

With the Bolshevik regime taking root, the family left Russia,

eventually settling in England in 1'921. Berlin was educated at St

)



6 Hedgehog and Fox

Paul's School in London, before winning a scholarship to Oxford,
which he entered in 1928. oxford remained his home fòr the rest of
his life, with the exception,of the War years. He began by reading
Classics, but the philosophy component of the curricuium soon
came to _preoccupy him, and he joined a lively circle of young
philosophers _attracted to Jhe logical positivism championed b|
A.. J-. A¡rer. Berlin was initially drawn to the no-nonsense empiricism
oj ¡he logical positivists, but became frustrated by their abstiact and
ahistorical approach to philosophy. His move away from this kind
of thought was accelerated when, soon after his eleãtion as a Feilow
of All Souls (he was the college's first Jewish member), Berlin
accepted a commission in 1933 to write a brief study of Marx for
the Home university Library. His research for the book introduced
him not only to ttre writings of Marx but also to those of the
eighteenth-century French philosophes who formed part of Marx,s
intellectual background. As Berlin's reading progresãed he became
increasingly alienated from the dry rigours of ,Oxford philosophy,,
a.nd. incre¿singly attracted to the historically and soèia[y riche.
fields of the history of ideas and political theory.

During the second world war Berlin served'as a British official,
working at first for the Ministry of Information in New york, and
then for the Foreign Office in Washington. His principal task was
to write weekly reports onAmerican public opinion, initially as part
of the effort to encourage the Americans to enter the war onthe ãide
of Britain. Berlin's reports gained him a reputation as an astute and
lively political observer, and his experienèes close to the corridors
of power helped him to grow in mâturity and confidence. In 1945
he was briefly transferred from Washington to the Soviet Union (he
had remained fluent in Russian), wherè he came into contact with
dissident Russian writers, most notably Boris pasternak and Anna
Akhmatova. These meetings sharpened his sense both of the fate
of the individual under Soviet communism and of the Russian
element of his own identity.

After the War Berlin returned to teaching philosophy at Oxford,
but he soon acquired a more public profile ãs a teading commenta-
tor on the intellectual dimensions of the developing Cold War.
Throughout the-early 1950s, he produced a steady Jtreãm of essays,
lectures and radio broadcasts that brought out his central theme of
the modern_betray_al of freedom. These culminated in his appoint-
ment, in1957, as chichele Professor of social and political Theory
at oxford, a post he held until 1966. His inaugural lecture in 19s'g
was the famous 'Tr,vo Concepts of Liberty', which remains his most
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influential piece, and must be one of the most frequently cited
works of twentieth-century political philosophy. In the latter part of
his active careet Berlin was founding President of Wolfson College,
Oxford, a new college for graduate students, froml'966 to 1975. He
was elected Fellow of the British Academy in'1957, and President
from 1974 to 1978. By the time he retired, he had become one of
Britain's most prominent public intellectuals and a figure of inter-
national significance. He had known many of the most famous
people of his time, among them world leaders such as Winston
Churchill, Franklin Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy and Chaim Weiz-
mann (the first president of Israel). Among the many honours he
received were a knighthood (1957), the Order of Merit (1,971), the

Jerusalem Prize (1979), the Erasmus Prize (1983), and the Agnelli
International Prize for Ethics (1988).

For and against Berlin

By the standards of institutional and popular acclaim there can be
no doubt that Berlin was one of the major intellectual figures of his
century. When he died in1997 a flood of obituaries appeared, many
in popular publications that would seldom acknowledge the
passing of a political philosopher. Moreover, the content and tone
of the great majority of these testified to the very high regard,
indeed affection, in which Berlin was widely held. In the Guardiøn
Weekly, for example, Bernard Crick described Berlin as 'the most
famous English academic intellectual of the post-war era, out-
standing lecturer, peerless conversationalist and superlative essay-
ist'.3 On the other side of the Atlantic Time Magazir¡e declared that
Berlin's death had brought to a close 'one of the most illustrious
intellectual adventures of this century'.4 The political theorist Alan
Ryan noted of Berlin's passing that 'an astonishing number of
people felt it as a personal loss'.5 Berlin was eulogized not only for
his remarkable range of knowledge but also for his ability to under-
stand and explain ideas 'from the inside', as if he shared the mental
world of their proponents. 'Beyond almost any of his contempo-
raries', Robert Wokler wrote, 'Berlin rendered the ideas and per-
sonalities of both past and present figures vivid and compelling,
because in his fashion he came close to entering their own minds
and conveying their thoughts.'ó He was able to achieve these
feats of empathetic understanding even - perhaps especially -
with those views most alien and repugnant to his own, such as the
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arguments of counter-Enlightenment figures like Hamann and
Maistre.

The widely admired vividness and colour of Berlin's work was
made possible not only br-u" immense body of learning, but also
by a generaf approach to ideas that was higñly distinctiie. Anglo-
American philosophers and political theorisls [end on the wholã to
employ a coolly impersonal technique, focusing on the analysis of
language and the close examination of abstract ãhuir,r of argument.
Berlin was capable of operating in this way, as he showuä i. hi,
work on logical positivism early in his career. But his more natural
and characteristic i9iory emphasizes synthesis rather than analysis,
and his work typically depicts in bold, sweeping strokes broad com-
monalities and distinctions among many thinkãrs and outlooks. He
was drawn to the deeper currenls underlying the surface multi-
plicity of human thought, and to the generai spirit animating a
particular culture or historical period. Þerhaps âbo'¿" all he was
fascinated by the interplay between a thinkei's thought and per-
sonality, drawing out, for example, the link between M"arx's system
and his authoritarian character, and between Turgenev,s peisonal
ambivalence and the inner conflicts of the heroes ii nir,roi"ls. His
tale¡rt.for entering into the personality of his subjects and seeing
with their eyes has already been mentioned.

Berlin's personal and- free-flowing approach to thought is
reflected in his literaryand personal styIe. His writing is full oilong,
mellifluous sentences, bristling with süb-clauses, quälificatio.rs anã
asides, which sweeplhe reader u!9.g with thä writer,s rapid
sequence of thoughts. That could hardly-be otherwise, since much of
Berlin's work was dictated, and he wãs a famous taiker. T. s. Eliot
commended Berlin's'torrential eloquence', as irrepressible in formal
lectures and radio broadcasts as oñ the social ciicuit, and Michael
oakeshott once introduced him as 'the paganini of the lecture plat-
form' (FIB, X). Ignatieff writes that ,Thosã who heard him lecture
[at oxford] never foryo.t the_experience .. . Listening was lite an
"airborne adventure", in whicñ Berlin took the uüdi".r." o' u
swooping flight over the intellectual landscapes of the past, leaving
them at the end of the hour to file out onto the High street ;,slightl|
dazed", their feet not quite touching the ground, (f¡r,ZZS).

Yet Berlin also has his detractõ.s. Èis distincíive method of
inquiry, for example, dg"g not please everyone. Analytical philoso_
phers sometim-es regard his inîerest in hiãtorical personaliiies and
:pg.h:.u.r evading hard questions of truth and justification; intel-
lectual historians have complained that his focus on broad patterns
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of ideas obscures or neglects too many important historical details.
But Berlin did not appear to be fazed by such criticisms. Inconsis-
tency and neglect of detail seemed to be a price he was willing to
pay in order to convey what he thought most important about ideas:
namely, their powerful presence in, and influence over, actual
human lives. Whatever the precise balance of strengths and weak-
nesses in Berlin's approach (I shall return to this inchapter B), his
defenders could refer the critics to those thousands õf readers,
including many non-specialists, whose interest in political thought
and the history of ideas he captured and stimulated.

There are political detractors too. On the left, Berlin has been seen
as a one-dimensional Cold Warrior in the service of the United
States, an apologist for the Vietnam War, a complacent supporter of
the capitalist støtus quo, a diner at high tables who was less con-
cerned with speaking truth to power than with ingratiating himself
with the powerful.T On the right, he has been condãmned aã a moral
relativist, unable or unwilling to use his position as a prominent
public intellectual to stand up against the erosion of civilized stan-
dards, in society and in the academy, that began in the 1960s.8 From
both left and fight he has been criticized for his silence on the
fraught subject of Israel and Palestine: from the left, for his refusal,
until the end of his life, publicly to condemn the more aggressive
forms of Zionism and to support the claims to self-determination of
the Palestinians; from the right, for his failure to extend to those
same Zionist policies his whole-hearted support.e

. Behind mlny-o! these complaints lies the more personal allega-
tion that Berlin did not use his public authority to stand up for ihe
principles he supposedly professed. The charge of moral cówardice
was one he felt keenly, and there seem to havébeen occasions when
he recognize-d in it an element of truth (Life, 1,88, 19g,2gg). perhaps
his perceived failings in this regard had their source in the desirebf
the Jewish outsider to be accepted by an insular British estabrish-
ment; the psychology of the Jewish struggle for acceptance is a
subject perceptively discussed by Berlin himself.loIt may be that he
tried too hard to please, and that the same talents thai made him
such good company sometimes robbed him of the courage of his
convictions. But perhaps, too, the critics were disappointedin Berlin
because they did not always understand what his views really were,
or because they were trying to hijack him for purposes of their own.
Ignatieff rightly points out that the general content and character of
Berlin's published work hardly fits the portrait 'of a man eager to
please at any cost' (Life,257). Berlin was unyielding in his defence
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of negative liberty, of value pluralism, and of liberalism more gen-
erally, at a time when so many Western academics and students
were attracted enthusiastically to the ideas of the antiliberal left.
Moreover, his embracing of the history of ideas, and the synthesiz-
ing style in which he wrote on that subject, went very much against
the tide of philosophical fashion in the Oxford of his day. Never-
theless, Berlin was himself troubled throughout his life by the
thought that he had been over-estimated, worrying that his work
lacked coherence, direction and originality: 'I am an intellectual
taxi; people flag me down and give me destinations and off I go'
(Life,7). Much of this self-deprecation may have been, as Ignatieff
suggests, a defence mechanism, the pre-empting of genuinely
hostile critics; but it seems, too, that Berlin suffered from genuine
self-doubt.

Here ends the psychological speculation. My concern is with
Berlin as a thinker, and my focus will be on the evidence of his pub-
lished writings. Here, too, there are hard questions to be asked.
Berlin never produced a book-length statement of his position to
compare, for example, with John Rawls's A Theory of lustice.lgna:
tieff reports that he tried in his later years to marshal his thoughts
on romanticism in this way, but found the task beyond him (Life,
275-6). Berlin's preferred form was the essay, and his most widely
read book is a collection of four of these: Four Essøys on Líberty
(1,969), now incorporated into the expanded Liberty (2002). Many of
these pieces are among the most stimulating one can read in polit-
ical theory or the history of ideas. But Berlin's failure to publish a
more extended development of his views has been taken by some
as evidence 'that he was incapable of a work of grand synthesis'
(Life,276), or even of sustained systematic thought. Further ques-
tions have been raised, as I shall show, about the merits of Berlin's
account of liberty, the accuracy of his history of ideas, and the valid-
ity of his whole empathetic approach to political ideas.

More fundamental still is the question of how Berlin's liberalism
relates to his pluralism. I believe there is a major tension between
these ideas, as Berlin presents them, that places a question-mark
over his entire enterprise. On the one hand, he steps forward as a
defender of liberalism against the threat of totalitarianism, adopt-
ing a position in which liberal values are apparently advocated as
universal, the essential preconditions for a decent human life. On
the other hand, Berlin's pluralism seems sometimes to shade into
relativism, to imply that between one set of fundamental values and
another no single choice can be shown to be better founded than
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another. In the face of pluralism, why should liberal values be

ranked ahead of others, even those of totalitarians? Is it not true that
one can be a liberal universalist or a value pluralist, but not both?

I shall argue that Berlin never provides a wholly satisfactory
answer to this central problem, but also that he does leave us the
necessary materials with which to construct such an answer. It is
true that the tension between liberalism and pluralism is a problem
he not only fails adequately to confront but scarcely acknowledges.
In this regard his later work represents little real advance on his
earlier work. In essay after essay he repeats, in his learned and
elegant periods, his faith in both liberalism and pluralism, but so

far as he does address the relation between them, his arguments are
either flawed or crucially limited in scope. At various times he
asserts that a commitment to liberalism is compatible with an accep-
tance of pluralism, or even that a case for liberalism is entailed by
pluralism, but he offers no concerted or convincing defence of either
claim. Worse still, some of Berlin's formulations of pluralism and
its ethical implications have opened the way to expressly anti-
liberal interpretations of the idea, such as that championed by John
Gray (see chapter 7). Nevertheless, I shall also argue that, in what
he does say, he provides us with the tools needed to make a sub-
stantial pluralist case for liberalism that is in keeping with his
overall outlook. Scattered throughout his writings are clues to the
development of a more coherent and persuasive defence of liberal-
ism on pluralist grounds than the one he actually offers.

Unusually among philosophers, Berlin's significance rests not so
much on his powers of argument as on his capacity for vivid expo-
sition and fruitful suggestion. More specifically, we should look to
Berlin for his express formulation of the idea of value pluralism, his
deepening of that idea through his historical researches, his opening
up of the question of pluralism's moral and political implications,
his subsequent challenge to liberals to rethink liberalism in plural-
ist terms, and finally his scattered hints about how to do this. It is
in these achievements that Berlin's deepest originality and signifi-
cance as a political thinker consists.

Overview

The organization of this book is both thematic and loosely chrono-
logical. I discuss Berlin's earlier work, up to the mid-1950s, in
chapter 2, connecting the emerging themes of his philosophical
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outlook with the three principal strands of his complex personal
identity: English, Russian and Jewish. In the 1950s Bôrrin åxplored
the idea of freedom in post-Enlightenment thought and its ?ate in
the twentieth century. This is the subject of chafter 3, which situ-
ates Berlin's treatment of freedom in the context of the cold war,
and goes on to examine his essays on free will and determinism in
history, and on the 'enemies of human freedom, in modern politi-
cal thought. Chap.ter 4 focuses on Berlin,s seminal ,Two Concepts
of Liberty', analysing its argument and evaluating some of the mãin
lines of criticism to which it has been subjected. Ín chapter 5 I trace
Berlin's deepening investigation, from the 1950s to thei970s, of the
debate between the Enlightenment and its critics and of the broader
implications of that debate for modern inte[ectual history and
political thought. Chapter 6 tackles the key distinction beiween
moral monism and pluralism, and opens up the tension between
Berlin's commitmenl to pluralir^ ur,d his riberarism. This central
issue is pursued in chapter T, where I consider some of the
competing interpretations and extensions of Berlin's position on
the pluralism-liberalism nexus. In chapter B I locate Bôrlin within
the modern liberal tradition, examine the implications of his
ideas for social justice and cultural rights, and âssess his overall
achievement.

?

Three Strønds

To do justice to Berlin as a thinker is necessarily to apply to him his
own method of empathetic understanding. As Alan Ryan writes,
'because Berlin practiced the history of ideas in a highly personal
and imaginative fashion, the student of his analysis is also a student
of his sensibility'.l In particular, his sense of human values as mul-
tiple, conflicting and incommensurable reflects his own experience
of inner division and conflict.

A useful introduction to the influence of Berlin's personal ex-
perience on his thought is provided by his own brief sketch, 'The
Three Strands in My Life' (1,979). Looking back on his career, he
agrees with the suggestion of an interviewer 'that I had been formed
by three traditions - Russian, British and Jewish' (P1,255).In this
chapter I trace the way these three strands of identity impress them-
selves on Berlin's early work. I start in the 1930s with his English
background: his basic empiricism, his initiation into the hermetic
world of Oxford analytical philosophy, his brush with logical posi-
tivism, and the beginning of his turn towards the history of ideas
with the writing of Karl Marx (1939). Berlin's Russian identity is
revived by his meetings in 1945 with Pasternak and Akhmatova,
and expressed in his post-War studies of the great Russian writers
of the nineteenth century. There, he works out many of his charac-
teristic political views. His Jewish heritage comes to the fore with
the creation of Israel in 1,948, reinforcing his sense of the human
need for cultural belonging. Each of these three strands makes a
distinctive contribution to Berlin's outlook, and their combination
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sraduates (Cona.,7-9). Berlin describes himself as broadly 'liberal-

äind"d' in this period, an intuitive sympathizer with the cause of
anti-fascism who packed parcels for the Republican government in
Spain. Many of his friends, like Ayer and Stuart Hampshire, held
bioadly 'left-wing' or 'progressive' political views. But political
concerns were largely absent from Berlin's earliest philosophical
writing. In part, this reticence may have been a function of Berlin's
personality: the Jewish outsider who was reluctant to make himself
ä critical target with excessively outspoken declarations of political
allegiance. Even more important, however, was the character of
the'Oxford philosophy' of the period: abstract, unhistorical and in
some cases not only detached from, but positively dismissive of,
moral and political claims. In spite of all this, Berlin's early
encounter with Oxford philosophy was a vital influence on his
mature political thought.

According to Berlin, the dominant form of philosophy in 1930s
Oxford was 'a kind of philosophical realism' inspired by the work
of G. E. Moore and Bertrand Russell and tracing its ancestry to the
British empiricists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries -
Locke, Berkeley and Hume (Cona.,13).2 Berlin describes this realism
as claiming 'that the external world was a material reality which
could be perceived directly, or misperceived as the case might be'
(POI,3).It took as its oitical target the Hegelian idealism that had
been influential in English intellectual life before the First World
War, 'the view that our world was entirely created by human
faculties - reason, imagination, and the like' (POI, 3). From the
dominant realist (or empiricist) climate, Berlin inherited an abiding
hostility to the sort of metaphysical speculation and system build-
ing associated with the names of Hegel and other German idealists
like Fichte and Schelling.

The most vigorous and innovative form of the empiricist trend
in Oxford philosophy was 'logical positivism', which immediately
exerted a powerful influence on Berlin. Logical positivism was
the doctrine of the Vienna Circle (Carnap, Schlick, Waismann and
others), which was popularized in England after 1933 by Berlin's
brilliant young friend and rival, A. J. Ayer.3 The general purpose of
the Vienna Circle was to cleanse philosophy of vague speculation
and obscurity, and to re-establish it on the same methodological
basis as that of the natural sciences. Philosophical method was
henceforth to be scientific method, that is, a method for testing
claims to knowledge by a standard of 'verifiability'. Genuine

helps to explain his unique cast of mind. Together they provide a
way into all of his principal themes.

Oxford and philosophy

Berlin was not a native Briton, but he loved his adopted home and
saw himself as, in part, a characteristically British thinker. His basic
philosophical platform is British empiricism. In ,Three Strands, he
confesses

to a pro-British bias. I was educated in England and have lived there
since 1921; all that I have been and done and thought is indelibly
English- I cannot judge English values impartially, for tney are part
of me: I count this as the greatest of inteliectual and poriíical gbod
fortune. These values are the basis of what I believê: that dãcent
respect for others and the toleration of dissent are better than pride
and a sense of national mission; that liberty may be incompâtible
with, and better than, too much efficiency; that pluralism and untidi-
ness are, to those who value freedom, better than the rigorous im_
position of all-embracing systems, no matter how ralional and
disinterested, or than the rule of majorities against which there is no
lppeal. AII this is deeply and uniquely English, and I freely admit
that I. am steeped in it, and believe in it, añd cannot breathe freely
save in- a _society where these values are for the most part taken for
granted. (P1,257)

when Berlin began his philosophical career in oxford in the 1930s,
those values seemed to be mortally threatened by the rise of
German and Italian fascism on the one hand, and by the apparent
promise of soviet communism on the other. yet Beriin's dóminant
philosophical interest, in these formative years, was not political
philosophy or the history of political ideâs, but the meáning of
propositions such as 'All swans are white,. Why was this?

It was not because Berlin or his friends were ignorant of the po-
litical questions of the day; these were scarcely ivoidable. Berlin's
childhood experiences in Russia had made him well aware, and
wary, of Soviet communism. As a Jew, he was under no illusions
about Nazi Germany, which he saw at first hand on visits with his
friend stephen spender. Nor was the general intelrectual climate of
oxford unpolitical, especially afte¡ 1951 when the Great Depression
began to affect even the families of the relatively privilegeå under-

L
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knowledge could only be of propositions that were meaningful, and
only those propositions had meaning which could pass the test of
verification. verification was possible only in two ways: empirical
observation or logical inference (e.g. mathematical proof).lt rot-
lowed that only two kinds of proposition were meaningful: either
claims of empirical fact or statements of logical relations. The effect
of this was to sweep the field of all 'metaþhysical, claims, includ-
ing_no,t only claims about such notoriouãty unverifiable entities
as God, but also all moral and political judgements as well. Ayer
famously regarded moral judgements 

-as -mere 
expressions of

emotion, either of approval or disapproval, which, amounting
neither to_empirical nor logical proþositions, could possess no
mean_ing. For Ayeç to say that 'X is morally wrong, waõ merely to
gay, 'l have a feeling of disapproval for Xi , or, mõre concisely, ,X:

boo!' The task of philosophy, on this view, was merely that of hand-
maiden, or gatekeepe4 to science.

Berlin was interested in logical positivism, but from the begin-
ning he also had reservations, and these deepened over time. Ãt a
personal level he recognized in the logical positivists some of the
outstanding ph-ilosophers of his generation, and he naturally
wanted to test himself in their company. philosophically, he saw
them as rightly preferring conceptual clarity to Heþelian 

-obscurity.

On the other hand, he was sceptical, from the start, of the ,verificá-
tion' standard. From the mid-1930s until about 1950, Berlin,s prin-
cipal.philosophical essays were painstaking dissections of logical
positivism which press a single, central point: could there no1 be
propositions or utterances which were not verifiable but still mean-
ingful? For example, the sentence 'All swans are white, can never
be verified conclusively, since no matter how many white swans we
see/ some further observation may always turn upa black swan; yet
such a sentence is obviously meaningiul (CC, 1g; pol,2). Beilin
patiently proposes a stream of examþles of this kind which the
verification standard, no matter how iefined, does not adequately
account for. His conclusion, in effect, is that verification, and therã-
fore logical-positivism, is too narrow in its view of meaning and
therefore of the proper objects of knowledge. Berrin remaiì.rs an
empiricist, but his empiricism takes a more rèlaxed form than that
of logical positivism.

Berlin's ultimate rejection of logical positivism, arrived at in
debate with the Oxford philosopheré of thì 1930s, might seem to be
of no more than antiquarian interest, but in fact it remãined a central
reference point for him thereafter.

Three Strands 1.7

I have never departed from the views I held at that time, and still
believe that while empirical experience is all that words can express

- that there is no other reality - nevertheless verifiability is not the
only, or indeed the most plausible, criterion of knowledge or beliefs
or hypotheses. This has remained witl"r me for the rest of my life, and
lras coloured everything else I have thought. (POI,2-3)

Indeed, the joust with logical positivism is the starting point for
Berlin's distinctive understanding of the role and character of phi-
losophy in general, and so the starting point for the general orien-
tation of his ethical theory. He retains from the logical positivists
their commitment to clarity and mistrust of obscurity, speculation
and grand system building. To the end of his life the name of Hegel
is something of an anti-icon for Berlin: 'The Hegelian system seems
to me a dark, deep cave of Polyphemus, from which few return -
all the footsteps point one wayt as the Latin poet pointed out' (Cona.,

30). What he rejects in the logical positivists is their positivism or
scientism, their assumption that the methods of the natural sciences
are the only routes to understanding. This is a crucial theme for
Berlin, to which he returns many times. Indeed, it appears even
more strongly in his mature political theory, where scientism is pre-
sented not merely as mistaken but as positively dangerous. Enlight-
enment scientism generates, Berlin comes to believe, one of the most
powerful streams of the utopianism that has led historically to the
totalitarian horrors of the twentieth century.

Berlin's anti-scientistic bent is strongly expressed in the later,
widely read essays 'Does Political Theory Still Exist?' (1961) and
'The Purpose of Philosophy' (1962). There he defines the field of
philosophy as precisely that area of inquiry which is neither empir-
ical nor strictly deductive. Rather, it deals with 'queer questions',
like 'What is time?', which cannot be answered either by empirical
observation or by logical deduction (CC,2).It is exactly in cases

such as these, when it is not obvious where or how we should look
for answers, that we know we have a philosophical question on our
hands. Most people regard such cases with bewilderment and sus-
picion, and the natural tendency, Berlin believes, is to try to restate
them as questions that can be solved by empirical or formal
methods. The history of thought is thus a 'long series of panicides'
in which new, 'scientific' disciplines try to kill off the parent subject,
philosophy (CC, 5). This had been the dream of much of the eigh-
teenth-century Enlightenment: to extend the methods of the natural
sciences to the study of human behaviour and institutions, thus
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replacing the unanswerable questions of philosophy with the
orderly data and laws of the 'social sciencest(CC, 5-6,"1.61,-2). But
'this programme was doomed to failure,, because it misconceived
the natu¡e of-the questions it was trying to answer (CC,Z).The par-
ricide of philosophy by science can never be completed, because
there always remain awkward questions that science cannot sub-
sume. Prominent among these are questions of value, especially
questions concerning the 'ultimate ends' of human beingsf that ié,
what goods are desirable for their own sake (CC,1,47). Tñis is why,
Berlin 

-argues, 
normative political theory can never wholly disa¡i-

pear, despite what seem to be the doldrums it has entereã in the
mid-twentieth century (CC, 172). As a sub-branch of philosophy,
political theory deals with questions that can never be anìwered sai-
isfactorily by the methods of the natural or formal sciences.

* {ore_ precisely, the distinctive subject-matter of philosophy, for
Berlin, ls to a large degree not the items of experiencè, but tñe ways
in which they are viewed, the permanent orìemi-permanent cate-
gories in terms of which experience is conceived oi crassified' (cc,
9). He has in mind, to begin with, Kant's idea that our knowledge
of the world is unavoidably conditioned by natural mental 'catã-
gories'like space and time, filters or frameworks by which we make
sense of_ experience but which are themselves beyond empirical
observation or logical confirmation (CC, T, 1,6Ð: But a órucial
thought for Berlin is that in addition to these ,natural, or ,perma-
nent'categories, we also see the world through moral, political and
cultu¡al categories. Our 'category-spectacleé, include patterns of
belief and value characteristic of particular cultures or civilizations.
These cultural lenses are, of course, more subject to change than the
natural mental furniture to which Kant refers. Althougñ enduring
over long periods of time, they are only 'semi-permanént,.

This semipermanence of the cultural categories connects with a
central feature of Berlin's outlook, namely his view of the histori-
city of philosophical thought. one of his deepest sources of dissat-
isfaction with the logical positivists was thé abstractness of their
approach, their lack of interest in the historical context of ideas. For
Berlin, history is crucial.

If you are interested in ideas and they matter to you, you cannot but
be interested in the history of these ideas, beðause ideas are not
¡n9n1ds, they are not born in the void, they relate to other ideas,
beliefs, forms of life, outlooks - outlooks, Welîanschauungen, flow out
of one another and are part of what is called 'the intelleclual climate',
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and form people and their actions and their feelings as much as mate-

rial factors and historical change' (Cona.,24-S)

Historical context must be of the first importance for philosophers,

because it is historical context that forms the cultural category-

spectacles through which we understand and evaluate our world,
und thor" cultural category-spectacles are part of the distinctive
subiect-matter of philosophy. Moreoveç since the natural, Kantian
catégories are themselves accessible only through our cultural
lensés, it may not be going too far to say that, on Berlin's view, the

study of historical and cultural context is philosophy's primary
task. It is for this reâson that Berlin famously emphasizes the need

to try to understand ideas and arguments, no matter how alien,
from the inside.

The history of ideas is the history of what we believe that people
thought and felt, and these people were real people, not just statues
or collections of attributes. Some effort to enter imaginatively into the
minds and outlooks of the thinkers of thoughts is indispensable, an
effort at Einfühlung is unavoidable, however precarious and difficult
and uncertai n. (Conv., 28)

The emphasis on historicity raises an important issue that arises
frequently in Berlin's thought: is his position a form of relativism?
It might seem from what has just been said that Berlin is indeed a
relativist. If he is saying that beliefs and values are wholly deter-
mined by their historicãl and cultural context, and that there is no
universal or non-relative perspective from which to perceive or
judge, then he is a cultural or historical relativist and must be seen

as rejecting any notion of concepts or values as having universal
validity. In that case his view of ethics is clearly at odds with his
political commitment to the universal validity of liberal values and
institutions. Berlin has indeed been interpreted as occupying this
confused position.a

Whether or how far the allegation of relativism is really deserved
is a difficult and crucial question that I leave open for the present.
What does need to be said straightaway is that Berlin clearly does
not intend his view to be a wholly relativist one. It is true that he
stresses the historically and culturally situated nature of human
thought and evaluation, and consequently the wide range of his-
torical and cultural variation in perception and values. Moreover -
a point that I shall develop later in connection with the notion of
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value pluralism - he also insists that much of this variation in values
is not merely a function of belief but is also morally legitimate, that
Tany different values, outlooks and forms of rife aie et"hically valid.
Howeve¡ healways adds that there is a limit to the acceptablL range
of moral outlooks. The question of where precisely that limit lies
receives various answers in Berlin's work, and its exâct contours are
unclear..Roughly speaking, however, the limit is marked by Berlin,s
conception of what it is to be human - or perhaps, more tentatively,
by his belief that we must have some srrch conception of the human
in order to make sense of the world. The category of the human
includes the notion of certain basic ends or uairr"é as common to
l¡um1n beings-. This thoyght is confirmed, Berlin believes, by the
fact that people from different cultures and historical periodi are
not entirely incomprehensible to one another (L,1.52; CTH, B0_g0).
Tians-historical and cross-cultural understanding presupposes
some kind of common lqrg-uage. Berlin's own undeÃtanding õr tne
thinkers of the Counter-Enlightenment is evidence of that .õ*^on
groynd, Historicity, therefore, while of the first importance, has its
limits; there are certain underlying universals, of bôhaviour, under-
standing and valuation. or at least, Berlin would say, there must be
some such universal limits, however difficult these may be to for-
lll-uj"^pl".isely, if we are to make sense of the category'of ,hrr^un,
(crru,66¡.

Berlin's view of philosophy, and consequently his view of ethics
and politics, can be seen as an attempt to itrike a balance between
the opposed tendencies he encountered at the beginning of his
career/ in the oxford of the 1930s. These tendencies Je repiesented
by lhe logical positivists on the one hand, with their abstract, sci-
entistic universalism., and Hegel on the 9ther, standing for a richly
situated historical relativism. Mention of the latter ma/seem out of
place as any sort of positive influence on Berlin in viéw of his fre-
quently expressed anti-Hegelianism. Nevertheless, the historicist
aspect of Hegel has affinities with the outlook of several of the
thinkers whom Berlin mentions as alerting him to, or confirming,
his sense of the historicity of ideas. Tliose historicist thinkeis
include, most notably, Vico and Herder, but also Marx. In the case
of Marx, whom I shall come to in a moment, Hegel is, of course,
acknowledged as a crucial influence (KM, ch. 3).

on the other hand, Berlin sees the logical positivists' search for
clarity in language, and perhaps the u-niversalism of the British
empiricist tradition more broadly, as counterbalances to the exces-
sive obscurity of Hegelianism and to the excessive relativism of
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some among Hegel's idealist and romantic successors. Philosophy

itself is eterñal, because it deals with questions raised by the per-

manent and universal categories of human experience. But philos-

ophy is also historical, because the form those questions take, and

the answers proposed, are peculiar to their time and place. The

balance that Berlin seeks, between universality and relativism, and

between abstraction and particularity, is a key preoccupation in his

thought, resurfacing many times. How far he succeeds in achieving
that balance is a question I shall consider in its place (see especially

chapters 5-7).

Karl Marx

Berlin's concern with the historical dimension of ideas has its
origins not only in his resPonse to Oxford philosophy, but_also in
lris study of Marx. First published in 1939, Karl Marx: His Life and

Enaironmenú is now in its fourth edition and remains one of the most
readable, and widely read, introductions to Marx in print' Berlin
accepted the commission initially as an exercise in self-education,
conCeding that he knew little about Marx but reasoning that
'Marxism was obviously going to be more important and influen-
tial, not less' (Cona.,11). What attracted him to the project, accord-
ing to lgnatieff, was the opportunity

to join the swim of the rnajor ideological current of his age and to
take the measure of the challenge that it represented to his own
inchoate liberal allegiances. What fascinated him was Marx's
Ioathing for the very civilisation he himself admired. This set a

pattern that was to last for the rest of his life: he defended his own
èommitments by writing about those who were its sworn enemies.
(Life,70-1)

The book on Marx represented a turning point for Berlin, because

it was there that he began to confront the leading intellectual rival
to the liberalism of the period, and also because it marked the begin-
ning of his transition from analytical philosopher to political theo-
rist and historian of ideas. Beyond the engagement with Marx
himself, Berlin was brought into contact with most of the figures
who would preoccupy him later: first, Marx's forerunners, the
Enlightenment philosophes, and then in turn the Enlightenment's
critiðs. Karl Marx exhibits, in embryo, many of the attitudes
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_ as wheh he refers to the contemporary inheritors of Enlighten-

*.1* 
"rai.ulism 

('democrats of all shades and hues') as even less

.äT"i""i"g than their ancestors (KM, 4B).In a similar vein, Berlin

iä.-oui"t"r a dark picture of the prospects of social and political

,li-óu"*"nt. Althóugh his vision, unlike Marx's, is a liberal one,

it'i|ã uirio" of liberal values and institutions as permanently embat-

iiåá, f"rofaing the line of civilization agaìnst tides of irrationalism,

i"i"rti." anä conflict that can never be wholly dissolved (see

"f*ot"r 
8). The confidence, characteristic of eighteenth- and

',j"ätu"nttl-century 
liberalism, that reason and virtue alone would

ilring about moraiprogress is, on Berlin's view as well as on Marx's,

a utopian dream.
Coìrsequently, Berlin shares with Marx a belief in the historicity

of ideas and vaiues. He seems to accept Marx's view that the mere

oreaching of the rights of man is inadequate as a means to progress

i".u,lru iáeas anditalues have real power only when the historical

conditions for their realization are ripe. Marx calls us away from

moral prescription to the study of history, and- Berlin,. to some

extent,'follo*à hi*. The background to Marx's historicism is, of

course, that of Hegel, for whom Berlin's sympathy, within-limits,
has already been ñoted . In Karl Marx, Berlin_ places considerable

emphasis on Marx's Hegelian framework, taking time to set out
Hegel's understanding 

-of human jnstitutions as necessarily

*oîldud by their historical epoch and cultural context. This, says

Berlin, amóunts to a revolution in human thought, the effect of

which'is inestimably great' (KM,56). Berlin, too, believes that ideas

and values can be fulþ understood only within their historical and

cultural context.
Another Hegelian theme that gains Berlin's qualified sympathy

is ,the dialectið, the idea that hiÀtorical progress is not linear but
proceeds by way of successive states of conflict, the resolution of
*ni.n lead's to á ne* and higher level of conflict (KM, 57-9). This

is not to say that Berlin aõcepts the dialectic in precisely the

Hegelian aná Marxist sense of a historical law; he is highly su9¡i
cioüs of any attempt to impose lawlike patterns on history- What

he accepts ín the n-otion of-the dialectic is its emphasis on the role

of conflict in human affairs. Indeed, he takes this further, for while
Hegel and Marx project an ultimate end to history-makifg conflict,
Beñin regards human conflict, rooted in the collision of fundamen-
tal valueí as ineradicable. Yet he may have been given a clue to this

by Marx's insistence (against Proudhon) that the dialectic is not
'ã simple struggle between good and evil', since 'both aspects are

and themes that would become characteristic of the work of his
maturity.

central to Berlin's approach is the attention to Marx,s ,environ-
ment'-that is signalled by the book's subtitle. In contrast with the
disembodied reasoning óf the_logical positivists, Berlin richly situ-
ates the ideas he discusses in Malrx's personal life and in the intel-
lectual, social and political ferment of the nineteenth lentury.
Indeed, the book is an earry.exampre of Berlin's capacity to explain
a thinker from the inside. when iwas working ori Ma,íx,i triua to
understand what it was like to be Karr Marx iñ Berlin, in paris, in
Brussels, in London, and to think in terms of his concepts, cate-
g-ories, his German words. It was the same thing with Vico and
Herder, Herzen, Tolstoy, Sorel, whoever, (Cona., Zó. ffre r"rrrlt i, u
much more nuanced and balanced treatment of Marx than might
haveÌeen expected from someone with the Cord warrior reputa-
tion Berlin acquired later. Although he is far from uncriticai, hisprincipal concern is to give Marx ã fair hearing in order to explain
the source and power ór nis influence. Berlinã critical comments,
whether of blame or praise, are brief and balanced, erre., m.ried, and
confined to the margins of the discussion.

_ 
Berlin is, in fact, surprisingly sympathetic to Marx in a number

of respects' Much of. thiè symþátnyis expressed onry obriquery, and
there is a danger of reading into'the text of xal útøri iiãws that
Berlin came to hold only latãr.s But the least that can be said is that
several Marxian themes emerge in the book that would reappear
prominently in Berlin's.o*-n thought as it developed. The first or
jnele iq a contempt for the kind of"optimistic ratioiarisÀ p.eã.h"a
by Enligå.tenment philosophers rike Voltaire and condoicet, and
rnherited in the nineteenth century by radical reformers like proud-
hon and liberal-minded people like'Marx's own father. According
to this view, the power oi human reason, ailied with ,norui 

"ã""i"-tion, is sufficient, in the fullness of time, to defeat the evils àpprurr-
inghumanity' socialand politicar-problems are so many temporary
obstacles which wilr ineviraþJy Ë" swept away by th" piog."r,
9j tyjn a¡{ lustice propelted by the ug".t.y of íatiónai ãa'"*tior.,.'l'o Marx', Berlin writes, 'this was theìrdést, most familiar, most
outworn of all the rationalist fallacies . . . the belief of his own father
and his contemporaries that in the end reason and moral gooàn"r,
were bound to triumph, atheory which had long become"àiscred-
Itgl uy events during the dark aftermath of the Fîencrr Revolution,W, .!28):.Althougñ Berlin does not say so directly, ni" tà"" i.
reporting this aspect of Marx suggests more than a hiái of approval
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9-q:ul[ indispensable for the development of human society, (KM,
113). The dialectic suggests a confliõt between good and good. It
may not !e gojng too far to see this as foresñadowing Éerlin,s
mature value pluralism.

_ _ 
Finally, the distinctively materialist twist which Marx imparts to

H9g9l's pattern of human history is yet another Marxist tlieme of
which Berlin seems tacitly to approve, at least to a degree. Marx's
insistence on the role of material conditions in determiñing ways of
life and their cultural expressions is presented by Berlin uõ u ,,e."r-
sary correction to the- Hegelian's tendency to 'attribute anything
he wishes to the unobservable activity oi an imparpable worldl
substance' (KM,11,9). Berlin on several-occasions áesôribes Marx's
outlook as fundamentally empirical, in a tone of tacit endorsement
(KM,13-14,87,88,119-20). Marx's attempt to combine the histori-
cal outlook of Hegel with the empiricism of the French socialists
and English economists anticipates Berlin's own attempt to balance
history and empiricism, and fact and value.

In the end, however, there is little doubt that Berlin's overall
judgeme.t on Marx, however oblique, is hostile. Marx's attention
to history is a salutary corrective tõ the scientistic abstractions of
the Enlightenment, and his empiricism is a necessary antidote to
Hegelian metaphysics. But in bòth respects he goes ioo far, to the
point where his ideas become not only mistakén but dangerous.
Marx's empiricism becomes a narrow materiarism that diminishes
the role of values and ideals almost to zero. Economic factors are
presented not merely as_ playing a central role but as 'the single
operative cause' of social structures and change (KM,1,29). Conse_
quently, Marx's historicism generates a scieñtism of its own, in
which laws of economic development are seen as determining all
human actions and therefore as predicting the coming revolution
regardless of moral arguments - ,Hence,, Berlin writesf ,the almost
complete absence in Marx's later works of discussions of ultimate
principles, of all attempts to justify his opposition to the bour-
geoisie' (KM,15-16). Marx's position tendé 1o avoid and even to
denigrate the language of moral justification (KM,8,9). This is in
keeping with the logic of his system, according to which values and
ideals 

-are merely the superstructural u*presãions of more funda-
mental material causes. The danger in thìs is that ethical concerns
will be sacrificed to an exclusive ánd ruthless commitment to what-
ever goals are seen as 'given'by the movement of history, goals that
are not themselves questioned.
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How persuasive is Berlin's criticism of Marx? It would be very
unpersuãsive if his point were simply that Marx's system is wholly
amoral. Against such a reading, G' A. Cohen points to the evidence
of ethical ãot-tce.ns in Marx, albeit often implicit, in concepts such

as exploitation and alienation.6 Bui Berlin is well aware of an ethical
dimeision to Marx; his attack goes deeper. First, even allowing that
Marx does have deep moral concerns/ it remains the case that these

are largely submerged by his 'materialist' aPParatus, according to
which ãthical values are merely superstructural. The door is thus
left open to those who would go one step further and exclude
ethical considerations from political decision making altogether.

Secondly, and more significantly, Berlin hints, even in this early
work, at the problem he will analyse later under the label of 'moral
monism'. Ttre deeper problem with Marx is not that his system is

amoral, but rather thaf it is informed by a particular kind of moral-
ity, one directed to the realization of a single end that-overrides or
rúbr.t^"s all others. The more immediate, practical goal is the

revolution of the proletariat. To this effect, Berlin quotes Marx's
Inaugural AddresJ to the First International (1864): 'The economic
emañcipation of the working class is therefore the great end to
which èvery political movement ought to be subordinate as a
means' (Xtvl, 19Ð. Behind this lies the Hegelian notion that history
is tending towards a particular goal, the details of which we cannot

predict, but the eventual coming of which is guaranteed by the laws
òf hirto.y. There is a sense in which the end of history-must be for
Marx noi only a chronological but also a moral end: the historical
pattern is ultimately, despite the ups and downs of the dialectic, a

irajectory of progreðs, so the terminus of the YPwlg curve must be

a ôondiiion-of improvement. Indeed, Berlin believes that the

Marxist goal is not merely improvement but perfection, the com-

plete realization of humanity's potential. Laher, in 'Two Concepts of
Liberty, (1958), he implicitly includes Marx among tlros-e who hold
the'ancient faith. . . that all the positive values in which men have

believed must, in the end, be compatible, and perhaPs even entail
one another', and who dream 'of a final harmony in whicl'r all
riddles are solved, all contradictions reconciled' (L,213)' For Berlin,
Marx's system is informed by a utopian morality, anticipating th-e

creation ôf a .re* society in which all legitimate human goods will
at last be realized.

The crucial consequence is that Marx's goal, thus understood,
necessarily outranks èvery other consideration, and so justifies any
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sacrifice made in its name. The goal of the final revolution which
will defeat capitalism and usher in the new world is by definition
thehighest of purposes, and necessarily justifies any saciifice. Thus,
Berlin writes, it follows from Marx's view that

the_only sense in which it is possible to show that something is good
or bad, right or wrong, is by demonstrating that it accordi or-dis-
cords with the l-ristorical process, assists it oi thwarts it, will survive
or will jnevitably perish. All causes permanently lost are by that fact
made bad and wrong, and indeed this is what constitutes the
meaning of these terms. (KM, 134)

whatever is done against the grain of history is wrong, wrratever is
done with- that grain is right. As long as one is acting with the
current of history, anything is justified.

9. 1 Çqh"n, objects that this picture assumes a degree of utopi-
anism in Marx's view of the end of history that is notlruly present
there. Marx does not predict the harmonization of all humai aspi-
rations, Cgh.gl argues, as shown by the fact that he does not predict
the end of all human conflict, but only of 'specifically class óonflict
. . . There remains, after all, "individual lnon-class]- antagonism,,,
and conseqqul_tlyIooT for the persistence of ,,human mis-ery,, and
even "tragedy" !' But Berlin gives us good reason to be r.rspi"iorrc
of Marx in this respect when he citès the Marxist dismissal of
natural rights as 'but the ideal aspect of the bourgeois attitude to
the sanctity of private property' (KM,1,gg). This diclum inaugurates
a Marxist tradition in which human rights are typicaily regaided as
mere temporary correctives necessitated by capitalist alienation and
exploitation, 

-the 
implication being that in a þost-capitalist society

they will no longer be-necessary. But that will be true only if posi-
capitalist society is indeed a realm of harmony to a degrée unrec-
ognizable from human_experience. At the very least, Bðrlin might
3rgqe, Marx's explicit doctrine is open to malign interpretation. It
is a hostage to fortune, and in the twentieth ceñtury such hostages
have frequently been abused.

Marx's understanding of history and morality eventually
becomes, for Berlin, the very model of what he will later cail
'monism'. Here in his first book he already tentatively identifies the
enemy: the belief in a single overriding end to which everything
else must be subordinated. Berlin sees Marx's monism as in part an
expressìon of Marx's personality: an imperious, dogmatic nature
which brooked no disagreement frorn others and rõgarded com-
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promise as weakness. In a memorable passage Berlin summarizes
ihe character and basic tendency of Marx as follows:

The nineteenth century contains many remarkable social critics and

revolutionaries no less original, no less violent, no less dogmatic than

Marx, but not one so rigorously single-minded, so absorbed in
making every word and every act of his life a means towards a single,

immediate, practical end, to which nothing was too sacred to. sacri-

fice . . . tHlilrigid belief in the necessity of a complete break with the

past, in the need for a wholly new social system, as alone capable of
iaving the individual, who, if left to himsell will lose his way and

perisñ, phces him among the great authoritarian founders of new
iaiths, ruthless subverters and innovators who interpret the world in
terms of a single, clear, passionately held principle, denouncing and

destroying all that conflicts with it' (KM,25-6)

Fittingly, these tendencies are the very opposite of Berlin's own:
Marxlé Berlin's archetypal citical target. But there is already in
this passage, in the reference to other 'great authoritarian founders',
evidãnce t"hat Marx is not Berlin's sole target, that the problem of
monism is not unique to Marx, but lies deeper in the history of
western thought. Indeed, Berlin explicitly observes that in these

respects Marf ,embodies one of the oldest of European traditions'
(Xtvl, ZS). The tracing of that tradition is the central task of Berlin's
maturity.

Russian thinkers

'To my Russian origins', Berlin writes, 'I think I owe my lifelong
intereãt in ideas. Russia is a country whose modern history is an

object-lesson in the enormous power of abstract ideas' (PI' 255).
geilin was a native Russian speaker and an avid reader of the great

Russian writers of the nineteenth century: Tolstoy, Dostoevsky,
Pushkin, Turgenev, Chekhov and others. This part of 

-his_back-
ground contributed to his secondment, in 1945, from the British
Émbassy in Washington to the embassy at Moscow Berlin's brief
return t-o Russia waã a pivotal episode in his life. There he made

contact with a number óf Russian writers and artists, most signifi-
cantly with Boris Pasternak and Anna Akhmatova. Berlin's encoun-

ters with them, and his observation of the oppressive conditions
they were forced to endure under Stalin, moved him deeply. Paster-

nak had seen most of his friends liquidated or sent to labour camPs
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in the.purges of the 1930s, and had himself survived onry by
dissembling a-humiliating-appearance of support for the rugi-é.
Akhmatova's husband had bèen executed, ár,¿ n". son arrãsted,
and she had been forbidden to publish anything since 1925. years
later Berlin recalled that

my realisation of the conditions, scarcely clescribable, u.der which
they lived and worked, and the treatment to which ti-rey were sub-
jected, a^d the fact that I was allowed to enter into a pérsonal rela-
tionship, indeed, friendship, with them botrr, affected me profoundry
and permanently changed my outlook. (pl,2S2)

Berlin's meetings with Pasternak and Akhmatova affected him in
two ways. The more obvious is that he saw at first hand the effect
of a totalitarian regime on actual individuals for whom he cared
9gupty. Berlin had never been an admirer of the soviet union, but
his concerted hostile engagement with soviet communism dates
from this-post-war perioã. secondly, the Russian visit opened his
eyes to what a totalitarian system could do not just to thä individ-
ual in general but specificaliy to the artist, and,'through the artist,
to an entire culture. Berlin saw pasternak and Akhmãtova as the
last representatives of a pre-Revolutionary cultural tradition which
combined an authentically Russian temperament with the best of
western civilization. This tradition had 

-been 
submerged since the'l'920s, when Russia had been, as pasternak put it, seväed from the

rest of Europe (PI, 2L6). The recovery of ihis lost cultural voice
became one of Berlin's central preoccuþations in the late 1940s and
early 1950s.

^ In the essays eventually collected as Russian Thinkers ('r,gTB),
Berlin explores a number of nineteenth-century writers, in particu-
lar.Tolstoy, Belinsky,-He.r3e¡r and Turgenev. Hís purposes a're mul_
tiple and are pursued with his charactãristic indiiectness. one such
purpose has just been mentioned: the rescuing of the liberal, west-
ernizing voices of nineteenth-century Russia.'Ín addition, Berlin is
gurqly engaged, although he never quite says so, in a hunt for the
intellectual origins of soviet communism, uid i.r the course of this
he offers an implicit critique of contemporary soviet ty.u""y. rr-,"
parallels are obvious between the predicament of those ninetáenth-
century liberals and radicals most òpposed to Tsarist autocracy and
theplight of political dissidents in thô soviet period. Further, Éerlin
is also, in part, writing about himsell trying ón a succession of out_
looks as a way of finding his own voice âs a"political theorist. In the
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process, he is moving decisively away from Oxford-style analytical

þhilosophy and towards his developing vocation as a historian of
ideas.

What were the intellectual roots of the Soviet disaster? The ortho-
dox answer given by Western Soviet studies throughout the 1950s

and 1960s blamed the Bolshevik Revolution on the extremism of
the nineteenth-century Russian intelligentsia.s According to this
view, the influential writers and thinkers of mid-nineteenth-century
Russia shared a tendency to seize on the most dramatic ideas from
the West, and to pursue them to their logical extremes without
regard to the consequences for actual people and institutions. Berlin
agrees with this orthodoxy to some extent, but he also enters a sig-
nificant qualification. The generation of the 1840s, which included
Belinsky, Herzen and Turgenev did indeed exhibit passion and
commitment, but there was also a more questioning, ambivalent
side to them, that of the moderate liberalism submerged in 1'917.

Both orthodoxy and dissent are to be found in Berlin's essay

sequence, 'A Remarkable Decade' (1955-6), his study of the heroes
of the 1840s. Their common background is examined in the first
two pieces, 'The Birth of the Russian Intelligentsia' and 'German
Romanticism in Petersburg and Moscow'. There Berlin sets out the
social and political context of mid-nineteenth-century Tsarist
Russia: economically and socially backward, politically authoritar-
ian, riven by an immense gulf between the educated elite and the
masses of illiterate and impoverished peasantry, many of whom
retained the medieval status of serfs, the 'baptised property' of
landowners (RT, 265). Those younger members of the elite who
were critical of the system were prevented by a crushing political
censorship from promoting reform openly. They became, in
Turgenev's phrase, 'superfluous men', unable to find a place for
themselves in a society they could neither change nor accept (RT,

1,87-8,265; also L, 343n.). For many young intellectuals, frustrated
political energies were consequently channelled into the ostensibly
non-political fields of literature and literary theory: on this view, the
great flowering of Russian literature was in part owed to Tsarist
censorship. But, as Berlin points out, the result was a literature
rich in political themes and in many cases a vehicle for radical
political protest. 'Hence the notorious fact that in Russia social
and political thinkers turned into poets and novelists, while creative
writers became publicists. Any protest against institutions. . .

under an absolute despotism is eo ipso a political act' (RT,265). One
does not have to stretch Berlin's meaning too far to read him as
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referring to the Russia of the twentieth century as well as that of the
nineteenth.

. 
Another consequence of Tsarist oppression was the emergence

of a distinctive intellectual climate amông the young generatón of
liberals and radicals. This was in part bórrowed fróm or reacting
against German romanticism but, either way, it was intensified iñ
what Berlin sees as a typically Russian manner. since paris, with its
Enlightenment heritage, was declared off limits by the Tsar,s gov-
ernment, Russian students who wished to study abroad tendeã to
go to Germany. There they came into contact with even more incen-
diary ideas: namely, those of anti-Enlightenment romanticism.
Romanticism, with its emphasis on the power and value of the emo-
tions and the authentic will, is open to extremes of political inter-
pretation, both radical and reactionary, in a way that the cooler,
rationalist doctrines of the Enlightenment are not. This is not to
deny Berlin's mature view that soviet communism should be traced
less to romanticism than to the Enlightenment. In ,A Remarkable
Decade' the role of romanticism is that it set the scene for later
developments by whetting the Russian appetite for extremes. such
extremes, Berlin believes, tended to appeal to the Russian intelli-
gentsia of the nineteenth century, whom he describes as ,exagger-

ated Westerners' (RT, 1.25). Starved of more regular and normal
contact with the west, Russian thinkers of the peiiod tended to lay
hold of the more radical western notions wittra passion. This ten-
dency on the one hand produced an exceptionally vibrant inte[ec-
tual climate among those affected, marked by an intensity, sincerity
and freshness of response not so common in the west. on the other
hand the same traits could lead to fanatical views and actions, in
which a realistic sense of proportion and of real-life consequences
was lost to sight. Here, Berlin hints, lie the intellectual roots of the
Bolshevik Revolution.

Berlin sees this characteristically Russian, potentiaily explosive
combination of intellectual enthusiasm and moral dedicátion as em-
bodied most dramatically by the literary critic Vissarion Belinsky.
For Berlin, Belinsky is the stern conscience of the 1840s intelli-
gentsia, the original of a familiar character-type in the novels and
plays of Turgenev, Dostoevsky and chekhov. this is the dedicated
young radical crusader: jdealistic, passionate, possessing a pro-
loynd inner dignity and firmness of purpose- (RT, t5d¿). 

-For

Belinsky, a work of Iiterature should be hot-merely enjoyed for its
own sake but mined for the ideas it embodies, the moát important
of which are its moral values. The artist has a duty not mérely to
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satisfy the audience aesthetically, but to tell the truth - in particu-

iar the moral truth. Marxist critics later identified this doctrine of
,social criticism' as anticipating their own view that the function

of literature is fundamentally ideological. But Belinsky's claim is
not that artists should be self-conscious preachers, rather that moral

illumination should emerge unforced from their sincere account of
experience. Sincerity and commitment to the truth are Belinsky's
wátchwords, and this is what makes him both the moral leader

of a generation and also a model for later generations of single-

mindèd, puritan revolutionaries, a tradition culminating in Lenin
and the Bolsheviks (RT, 181).

The origins of Soviet ruthlessness, howevel are only part of what
Berlin is after in his Russian essays. He is also trying to re-establish

contact with a less single-minded, more liberal strain of Russian
thought. The orthodox view is only partly right to find in the men
of thè 1840s the beginnings of Soviet fanaticism; there is another
side to them. In Belinsky's case, the tendency to extremism is coun-
terbalanced by a willingness, if truth requires it, to subject even his
most fundamental beliefs to revision, as he did twice when passing
into and out of a conservative phase (RT, 766-9). Belinsky's dis-
tinctively Russian intellectual and moral fervour remains admirable
for Berlin, but even more admirable is his honest willingness to
admit the force of other views when these are persuasive, and to
change his mind accordingly.

A similar honesty in the face of complexity and ambivalence is
what attracts Berlin to his other principal subjects in the Russian
essays. One of these is Tolstoy, the main focus of the celebrated piece
'The Hedgehog and the Fox; (1953), with which I began this book.e
Berlin portrays Tolstoy as a fox who wants to be a hedgehog. By
nature, Tolstoy is a masterful observer of the concrete details of
human life, its precise contours and textures: this foxy quality is
what makes him a great novelist. But we also see Tolstoy straining,
especially inWar and Peace (1.863-9), to extract from his observations
an underlying philosophy of history. Surely, Tolstoy thinks, there
must be somè discernible pattern beneath the flux and chaos of
events if human experience is not to be regarded as wholly random
and meaningless. Yet his intellectual integrity compels him to
confess that if there is such an underlying order, he cannot say
what it is. Against the systematic ambitions of the hedgehog, the
fox's sensitivity to the irreducible multiplicity and complexity
of human life reasserts itself. The result is Tolstoy's anguished, anti-
scientific view of history as implying some deep pattern which is
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nevertheless inexpressible. wisdom prescribes an attitude of sub-
mission to this sensed but ineffable iorce. This sounds like a final
reconciliation, but Berlin does not believe that it is. Tolstoy, he
insists, is never wholly satisfied with his official doctrine of surren-
der to fate, and remains to the end of his life torn between his yearn-
ing for system and his recognition that system is elusive (nf, gf l.

Tolstoy 
-appeals to Berlin because of ihe deep intellectual and

emotional honesty that prevents him from denying the conflicts and
contradictions thrown 

"q 
by- his thoughts and feáings. yet Tolstoyis in the end too much the angry prophet, the"authoritarian

preacher; to be a truly Berlinian figure. ôlose. to Berlin,s heartis another powerfully ambivalent- thinker, Alexander Herzen.
champion of individual 

_liberty against Russian autocracy, great
revolutionary publicist, Herzen is ior Berlin ,the Russian úoliaire,
(RT, 189)' But he is also a revolutionary assailed by deep misgiv-
ings about the human costs of revolufion. Herzen is prorounäty
a-vgrse, for example, to the language of 'sacrifice' that #as fashion-
able in the radical and nationãlisi circles of his day, the sacrifice
lequired of the individual for the sake of justice oi the nation or
humanity- (RT, 1,97). What this kind of talk really contemplates is
the loss of actual, living human beings for the sakL of 

^u."ãbrt.u.-tions: 'the despotism of formulas,, as Berlin puts it (Rt 200). ,If only
people wanted', Berlin quotes Herzen as saying, 'instead of liberaí-
ing.humanity to liberate themselves, they *oüld do much for . . .
the liberation of man' (RT, 200). This ,sensã of reality, (RT,l.Ll,Z07),
a concern for the real-world.conseqrrences of ideas"for real people,
becomes one of Berlin's persistent themes. Behind it one cari detect
the feelings awakened by his meetings with pasternak and Akhmat-
ova, whose persecution was authorizedby the abstract and distant
goals of the soviet union. An intellectual distaste for abstraction is
3lrgad.y presgnt in Berlin's outlook, awakened by his encounter with
Iogical positivism. This is now reinforced at aïisceral level in his
thinking about Russian morals and politics.

The ambivalence Berlin finds in Tolstoy and Herzen is still
more pronounced in Ivan Turgenev, who of ãlt the Russian thinkers
is closest to Berlin in both politics and temperament. Indeed, the
picture Berlin presents in 'Fàthers and Children: Turgenev and the
Liberal Predicament' (1972) is virtually a self-portraii ttre.o.,u"r,_
tional 1i:.*:f Turgenev,.Berlin reporús, is thai of a fundamentally
non-political artist who is dfugg-"d into public debate only reluc-
tantly. Berlin disagrees, arguing that Turgènev's centrar p."ó..rpu-
tions are no less political than those of-his friends, neiinsty ána
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Herzen, and that Turgenev's opposition to the Tsarist regime per-

meates his writing from the beginning. Like Berlin, Turgenev is

haunted by a single image of violence, in Turgenev's case that-of his

"lepmother 
murdering a serf (RT, 267-8). But that image condemns

thJ violence of the revolutionaries almost as much as that of the

existing regime, and makes Turgenev less confident even than

Herzel that radical revolution is the answer to Russia's troubles.

The puritan values of Belinsky's radical descendants, of the type

embôdied by the character of Bazarov in Turgenev's Fathers and

chitdren (1.862), promise to uproot from Russia not only the choking

weeds of Tsarist autocracy but also the tender shoots of Western

civilization.
'Fathers and Children' is not only a subtle treatment of Turgenev,

but a key statement of Berlin's own liberalism. Turgenev is por-
trayed by Berlin as caught between the authoritarian order he

deiests and the revolutionary cure that threatens to be worse than

the disease. The younger generation of revolutionaries is riding a

whirlwind that could destroy humane values along with others.

This is 'the liberal predicament' of Berlin's subtitle, and he expli-
citly extends the problem beyond Turgenev's time and place to his
own: 'the painful predicament of the believers in western values,
a predicament once thought peculiarly Russian, is today familiar
ev-erywhere' (RT,302). In Berlin's case, in the 1970s, liberals are

caught not so much between autocracy and revolution as between
the managerial, bureaucratic state on the one hand and the vehe-
ment but ill-directed resistance of New Left radicalism on the other.

The characteristic middle-ground position of the liberal remains the
same, torn between life-destroying authoritarianism and justified
fear of ill-conceived radical alternatives.

Several other themes in Turgenev are central concerns for Berlin,
too. The 'sense of reality' features in Turgenev as it does in Herzen,
along with a similar distrust of abstraction (RT, 269,294). By con-
trast with the vague and dangerous generalities of the revolution-
aries, Türgenev's novels, Berlin argues, are models of concrete,
sharp and delicate observation. They are also witty, satirical and
ironic, displaying a lightness of touch with serious questions of
a kind that Berlin tries to emulate, in contrast to the thundering
preachiness of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky (RT, 263). Above all, Tur-
genev surpasses even Herzen in his dedication to understanding
ãnd empathy with different ideals and personalities, including those
of the conservatives and (especially) the radicals whose views
collide with his own (RT, 263). As a result he is fiercely criticized
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from both extremes for being half-hearted, timid, vacillating, too
detached and lacking the courage to declare more emphatically
where he stands. But this is unfair, Berlin replies in effeci, because
where Turgenev stands is precisely on the middle ground of toler-
ation, compromise and moderation. This is a position underpinned
by its own deep value commitments, and one which it takes no little
courage to defend in troubled times.

All this holds equally as a desciption and defence of Berlin,s
own position, and the same judgement applies to his account of
Turgenev's gradualism. The grand gestures and striking postures
of radical politics invite us to leap into an unknown futurè in which
much more may be lost than gained. By contrast, 'only education,
only gradual methods, land in Turgenev's words] ',industry, pa-
tience, self-sacrifice, without glitter, without noise, homeopathic
injections of science and culture" could improve the lives of men,
(RT,295). This is an important part of Berlin's credo as a liberal. Our
purposes should be the modest ones of meeting basic needs and
removing specific injustices to the extent required for the creation
of 'a decent society':

these goals are 
- 
less glamorous, less exciting than the glittering

visions, the absolute certainties of the revolutionaries; they have less
appeal to the idealistic young, who prefer a more dramatic con-
frontation of vice and virtue, a choice between truth and falsehood,
black and white, the possibility of heroic sacrifice on the altar of
the good and the just - but the results of working for these more
moderate and humane aims lead to a more benevolent and civilised
society. (P1,257)

- Berlin's explorations of these nineteenth-century Russian
th.inkers occupy a place of central importance not only in his work
as a historian of ideas but also in his political thoughl more gener-
ally. For ii is there that he works out or confirms sóme of hiJ most
characteristic themes: 'the power of ideas', especially moral ideas,
to shape people's lives for good or ill; the consèqueni imperative to
take those ideas seriously and to assess their intèllectualãnd moral
force; the value of trying genuinely to understand, empathetically,
all significant points of viðw on a (uestion, not just one,s own; the
preference, as a result, for a degree of critical and perhaps ironic
detachment as opposed to wholesale immersion in a particular
outlook; and finally, the rejection of both reaction and revòlution in
favour of gradualism, and the idea that the liberal modes of caution,
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moderation and compromise should be seen not as weaknesses in
politics but as strengths, not as abdication but as commitment.

Berlin need not be taken as insisting that all these ideas are dis-
tinctively 'Russian'. After all, the tendency Berlin most frequently
identifies as characteristically Russian seems to lead in the opposite
direction from liberal moderation. Russian intellectual passion and
the urge to follow through the logic of a view irrespective of its
consequences have less in common with liberalism than with
Bolshevism. Rather, he is focusing on a unique group of Russian
thinkers in a particular set of historical circumstances. The effect of
this is to render concrete, and to dramatize, a universal political
choice between reaction and revolution and a broadly liberal
middle way. Characteristically, Berlin presents this choice through
the lives of particular thinkers rather than patterns of abstract rea-
soning. To that extent, Berlin's Russians are as much a vehicle for
his own thought as he is a product of theirs.

jewish identities

One of the most striking characteristics of Berlin's liberalism, un-
usual for its time, is his explicit attention to the role and value of
cultural identity. The principal source of this is his Jewishness.

As for my fewish roots, they are so deep, so native to me, that it is
idle for me to try to identify them, let alone analyse them. But this
much I can say. I have never been tempted, despite my long devo-
tion to individual liberty, to march with those who, in its name, reject
adherence to a particular nation, community, culture, tradition, lan-
guage - the myriad unanalysable strands that bind men into identi
fiable groups. (Pl, 258)

Berlin'sJewish background makes him acutely aware of the damage
inflicted on human beings when their need for cultural belonging
is denied. 'Two thousand years of Jewish history have been nothing
but a single longing to return, to cease being strangers everywhere'
(PI,25B).In particular, he emphasizes the role of identification with
the nation. Against what he sees as the facile cosmopolitanism of
the Enlightenment tradition, Berlin insists that nationalist identities
are ineradicable in the modern age. The persistent power of nation-
alist movements, and the legitimacy, within limits, of their claims,
must be acknowledged by any form of liberalism that pretends to

l
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be realistic..once againa this is a thought rooted in personar experi-
ence, in this case his Zionism. But Berlin,s suppõrt for a Jewish
state, although consistent and deeply felt, is ¡usiified on universal-
ist rather than particularist grounds, and hedged by riberal qualifi-
cations. As ever, his view is complex and ambivalent, reflecting his
own inner conflicts.

Berlin's Jewish identity was secular and cultural rather than reli-
gious. His parents were partly assimilated, Europeanized Jews,
belonging to the relatively privileged class of Jewish merchants who
were permitted to live and travel outside the traditional pale of set-
tlement imposed on Russian and PolishJews in the Russian Empire.
Berlin was not given a religious upbringing, and he remainåd a
sceptic in matters of faith all his life. Nevertheless, he identified
deeply with his Jewish roots, which he never denied or conceared.
He cheerfully combined with his personal scepticism a respect for
the beliefs and rituals of Judaism and other religions, maintaining
a regular observance of the main holy days (Life,2934).

The political expression of Berlin's Jewishness was his Zionism.r0
Throughout his life, he remained committed to the case for a Jewish
homeland and state. That commitment, however, was a frequent
source of inner turbulence for Berlin, since it often came into con-
flict.with other components of his identity, in particular his adopted
Englishness. Visiting Palestine in 1934 aÁd,tÞ+2, he found himself
torn between his loyalties to his British friends and coileagues on
the one hand and hís Jewish relatives and Zionist associatei on the
other - one of his relatives was Yitzhak Sadeh, a leading figure
among those favouring the use of violence against tht British
authorities. In this period, British policy in palestine, which it had
administered since the First World \dar, was largely devoted to
restraining the ambitions of the Zionists, who were seen to be
threatening the legitimate interests of the Palestinian Arabs. The
Zionist cause had been gathering momentum since the rate nine-
teenth century, under the leadership first of rheodor Herzr and later
of Chaim Weizmann. The latte4 iñ particular, stood for the more
liberal, gradualist wingof Zionism, in contrast with the violent, rev-
olutionary approach endorsed at that time by leaders such as sadeh
and Menachem Begin. Berlin sided with the gradualist faction,
meeting Weizmann in 1939 and becoming a cloée friend and ally.
D¡ying the war he went so far as to use iñformation gained in his
official capacity to tip Weizmann off (ans¡y¡¡ously)äbout confi-
dential proposals for a joint us-uK declaration condämning Zionist
agitation.

when Israel was founded in 1948, Weizmann became its first

oresident and offered Berlin a career as a government adviser in

írru"l. Berlin declined. In part this may have been out of concern

iãr his personal safety, but his decision also reflected, first, his

ãir*uy ihut th" real power in the new state had bee¡ captured by

iü" *ó." militant leaãers, and, secondly, his feeling that as a liberal

Westerner he was out of place among the new Israelis, the majority

of whom were 'Middle Eãstern, Hebrew-speaking and instinctively

ánti-British' (Life,179). These concetns suggest the main features

ãf Berlin's distinctive approach to Zionism: his celebration of the

resilience and value of Jewish identity, balanced by his recognition

of the rnultiplicity of legitimate ways of being Jewish, and by his

insistence on the need for liberal restraints.
All of these themes are present in Berlin's principal treatment

of Jewish identity, the article 'Jewish Slavery and Emancipation'
(19-51). since the ancient diaspora, Berlin writes, the central pecu-

iiarity of the Jewish identity has been its insecu¡ity-' 'Th9 Jewish
probÍem', as formulated by Berlin, is that of how the Jewish people

äan feel at home in the módern world, and how the modern world
can feel at home with the Jews. one possibility that must be rejected

immediately is the maintenance, unchanged, of the traditional

fewish way of life: that is simply not a realistic option in-a. world
irreversibly transformed by tl're Enlightenment (POl, 163)' Nor,
howeveç äoes Berlin believe that complete assimilation is a real

alternative. The Jews, Berlin writes, are like a SrouP of strangers

visiting an alien culture. In order to survive, they become- expert

interpËters of the culture, often more learned in its ways than the

natives themselves. But they never qulte belong, and are never

accepted as wholly belonging by thenatives.tt In an extraordinary
image, Berlin compares diffeient kinds of assimilated Jewry to dif-
fereñt kinds of hunchback. Some deny they have humps at all, some

glory in their humps, and some try to ignore their humps, or to dis-

[uisã them, or to ieduce them by applying 'various-kinds of oint-
ñ"rent' (POI,175-6). Eventually, however, other hunchbacks Propose
cutting off the hump completely. This is the Zionist solution: to live
in a sãparate community with its own political authority, where

one's identity is no longer seen, by oneself or others, as a deformity'
'The Jews of Israel, certainly those born there in recent times, are,

whatever their other qualities and defects, straight-backed' - they
fit in, tlrey are no longèr strangers (POI,176).12

Does i[ follow, hoùever, thát a satisfying life for lews can only

be lived as a citizen or resident of Israel? Berlin is in part writing
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in ¡eply to Arthur Koestler, who argued that his fellow Jews must
ejther identify completely with Israãl or assimilate compietely with
the local majority culture wherever they find themselves.r3 such a
black-and-white, either-or solution, Berrin replies, must be rejected.
First, people cannot assimilate at will: genuine identification cannot
be forced but must be felt. Moreovei (a thought implicit in the
'strangers' analogy), recognition of belonging is ãot a unilateral act,
but.can only be-_arrived at by negotiatioTr rõitn others.ra secondly,
the liberation offered to Jews by ihe founding of Israel is not con-
tingent on physical emigration. The existenceãf Israel emancipates
Jewish people, wherever they are, because it gives them a choice:
'their_ problem of whether to go or stay, to assimilate or to remain
in a betwixt-and-between condition, is now a purely individual
problem which each Jew is free to solve as he choosur, uid for which
he bears responsibility not as a member of a nation but as an indi-
vidual human being' (POL "lZ9). Before the founding of Israel, ,the
tragedy of the Jews' - and the source of their ,slaveîy, _ ,was that
no real choice was open to them' (pol,l7g).Israel has liberated the
Jews not by making it possible to live out a single, authentic Jewishidentity, as Koestler supposes, but by freeinf them on u hr.r,ur.,
level, giving thgm the fieedom of chóice that"is the right of every
human being: 'his right to live as he chooses, unless"thereby hä
brings too much pain or injustice into the world, (pOI,1,7g).

Jewish slavery' is not only Berlin's most extended treatment of
Jewish identity and Zionism, it also has a number of broader impli-
cations. First, it is one of Berlin's clearest statements of his view of
the role, value and resilience of culturar identity in general. The
need for belonging and for recognition - the need to"be relieved
of one's '!rTp' - is felt with especial force by the Jewish people
because of their unique historicár situation. nilt ttre need iiself is
universal. Belinsky,- for example, feels at home only in his native
llTil d-gspite his longing foi the intellectual life oi the west (RT,
179). Berlin himself rep-orts that he can 'breathe easily, only in a
society tl-rat cherishes the values of tolerance and fibárty that he
associates with England (PI,2ST). Security of cultural belónging is,
for Berlin, a human right. In this he takei issue with those E"n[ãht-
enment thinkers who appear to neglect or denigrate the role of þar-ticular cultural bonds,. believing that these coîtld, and eventually
would, be superseded by conveigence on a single, rationally baseä
culture of cosmopolitanism.rs

Berlin's position anticipates those recent liberal thinkers who
emphasize the role of cultural membership in providing a secure
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raqis for personal liberty.l6 But, unlike them, Berlin does not go as far

íliä"ã.äti"g special rights for the members of minority cultures.

äär-", ft" dõer not advãcate'multiculturalism', the view that the

.t^," ri""ta extend official recognition - which could take various

;;;;r, ranging from legal exemptions to self-determination - to

,iin"riry .rilt,ri"r within its- jurisdiction. Indeed, in'|ewish Slavery'

i;;;ii; Jxpressly rejects such claims, at any rate in the Jewish case.

í.ì.-. f"r" writes, shóuld be accorded no less than all the entitlements

äi'tíÀun beings, 'but neither, unless they go to Israel, have they a

;t-iì;l; ask for"more: for example, for even an attenuated version of

" 
$t^t" within a State, or the enjoyment of any status and privileges

L non-lewish communities' (PÓi, 184). Berlin does not explain why

iiå tutér this view, but he probably thinks that special rights to

.ult"rur preservation are simply unnecessary. That is because he

i*á, t"'see cultural identities as, on the model of the Jewish

iãàntity, persistent and resilient, part- of. the furniture of the human

,rni"urá"ä"d needing no artificial refurbishment.'He always.said',

isnatieff writes, that;origins . . . are a fact, full stop; but nothing to

f"" pro,ra of. To take priãe was to surrender to the dubious deter-

^irìir^ 
of the blood' (fi¡u,tÐ.What this ignores, it may be objected,

are cases where a culture is fragile, ailing or in a minority position

that makes it vulnerable to forcel imposed on it by the majority - the

position, for example, of many indigenous cultures. To this Berlin

i"igt t reply, in line with his remarks ábout the fate of the traditional

Jeviish *ay of life, that such cultures are ill-suited to the modern

world, and that attempts to perpetuate them are futile'
Another feason why Berlìn iejects policies of deliberate cultural

preservation may be implied by his observation that cultures are

ilot internally uniform but protéan. If a culture is capable of many

different expressions and interpretations, the argument might run,

then it cannot be reduced to the kind of formula required for its
preservation as a matter of public p-olicy..There is, for examplg,

more than one way of being lewish: Koestler is wrong_to-identify

|ewishness solely *ith citirénship of Israel. similarþ Berlin takes

issue with T. S. Eliot's view that tñe presence within fundamentally
Christian civilizations of 'any large number of free-thinking fews'
is ,undesirable' because it undermines the cultural integrity of both

Christianity and |udaism.l7 For Berlin, Koestler and Eliot are united
in their deóire to iron out all the creases of modern societies, to elim-

inate differences, and so to impose a uniformity of culture. In so

doing they reveal themselves fo be 'in this respect, true children

of thi ,,u* og" which, with its totalitarian systems, has tried to
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institute just such an order among human beings, and sort them
out neatly, each to his own category, and has suppressed civil lib-
erties in varying degrees in order to achieve this purpose, (pOL
181). The goal of cultural purity, like that of 'ethnic cleansing, more
recently, is a fundamentally totalitarian project.

Whether these arguments altogether justify Berlin's rejection of
multiculturalism is doubtful. The goal of cultural 'preservation,
does not necessarily imply the'freezing' of a culture, still less the
denial of its members' individual liberty. After all, Berlin is happy
to support liberal forms of nationalism without supposing thaf ttre
national cultures concerned will be frozen by the stâtes thãt protect
them. (I shall return to Berlin's nationalism in chapter 5, and to the
issue of multiculturalism in chapter B.) The more valuable point that
emerges from Berlin's attack on Koestler and Eliot is the principle
that cultural identity, although important, is in general subordinãte
in value to freedom of choice. There is more than one legitimate way
of being Jewish, because more important than living añy particular
form of Jewish life is the liberty of the individual to èhoosè between
that form of life and others. This is a crucial point, which gives
Berlin's view of Jewishness, of Zionism, and of culture more gen-
erally, its fundamentally liberal cast. Berlin's defence of Israel is
based not on the particularist (or relativist or communitarian) idea
that the Jewish outlook is authoritative for Jews, but on the uni-
versalist ground that the existence of Israel guarantees to the Jewish
people their right to choose how to live, which is a right common
to all human beings.

Brian Barry has objected that this is a poor justification of Israel,
because for many Jews still in the diaspora, with interests and alle-
giances in other societies, emigration to Israel is not a realistic or
desirable option.rs But there can be no doubt that the existence of
Israel added to the options of many Jews if not all. Moreover, it is
not just that the founding of Israel enables Jews to live in a Jewish
state, but also that Jews are free not to live in Israel. They may
decide, as did Berlin himself, that other considerations besides
Jewish solidarity are equally or even more important to them. For
those who choose to remain in the diasporá, feelings of social
uneasiness may_ remain, but at least this is now a condition they
have chosen rather than had thrust upon them. This is what Berlin
means when he says that the creation of Israel 'has restored to Jews
not merely their personal dignity and status as human beings, but
what is vastly more important, their right to choose as individuals
how they shall live - the basic freedom of choice, the right to live
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or perish, go to the good or the bad in one's own way' (POI,1,B2).

Thís last idea, the right to 'go to the good or the bad in one's own
way', lies at the heart of Berlin's conception of negative liberty,
which I shall discuss later.

From Berlin's universalist, liberal justification of Israel's existence

follows a universalist, liberal account of its mission and obligations.
In 'The Origins of Israel' (1953), he robustly declares that the task
of the new citizens of Israel is simply to live like normal human
beings, a condition they richly deserve after centuries of abnormal-
ity. 'Normality' or well-being he defines as follows:

Tl-re principal obligation of human beings seems to me to consist in
living their life according to their lights, and in developing whatever
faculties they possess without hurting their neighbours, in realising
themselves in as many directions as freely, variously and richly as

they can, without worrying overmuch whether they are measuring
up to tl-re peaks in their own past history, without casting anxious
looks to see whether their achievements reach the highest points
reached by the genius of their neighbours, nor yet looking at other
nations, or wondering whether they are developing precisely as they
expect them to develop. (POI,757)

This passage, with its emphasis on personal autonomy and self-
realization (and hostility to the more paranoid or aggressive forms
of nationalism), is actually one of the relatively few occasions on
which Berlin explicitly identifies human well-being with those dis-
tinctive liberal values. Elsewhere he is usually content to refer, more
generally, to 'humane'values and a 'decent' human life. It is ironic
that one of his clearest expressions of liberal universalism occurs as
part of his case for the particular claims of Israel.

Berlin's universalism is also significant in this context, because it
implies limits to his defence of Zionism. If the existence of Israel is
ultimately justified by the human values of personal autonomy and
self-determination, then those same basic goods underpin the
claims of the displaced Palestinian Arabs too. Berlin is well aware
of the implications of his argument: Israel should be a vehicle for
human rights, not for cultural and political domination and exclu-
sion. As time went on he became increasingly unhappy with the
way the country was developing, in particular in its relations with
the Palestinians. One of his last acts, only weeks before his death,
was to issue a public plea to the Israeli government to resolve its
differences with the Palestinians peacefully by arranging with them
a final and just partition of the land.re

t
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Summary

Berlin's earlier writings, up to the mid-1950s, introduce all of his
principal themes: his- broadly empiricist but historically informed
approach to philosophy, in contrast with ahistorical scientism on the
one hand and grand-theory historicism on the other; his opposition
to Marxism as a dangerous combination of both scieniiãm and
historicism, and of authoritarianism and monism; his excavations
among the Russian thinkers of the nineteenth century for the roots
of both revolutionary fanaticism and its moderate liúeral antidote;
and his insistence, informed by his Jewish identity, on the ,.tniu"r-
sal role and value of cultural belonging. AII oi these concerns
remained important to Berlin throughout his career, but it was
the conflict with Marxism, in the name of individual liberty, that
became his most pressing project as the 1950s unfolded.

The Betrøyøl of Freedom

In the middle part of Berlin's career, in the 1950s, his immediate
focus was the threat posed to liberal democracy by Soviet commu-
nism.l His view that ihe Soviet system and the Marxist philosophy
underlying it are fundamentally opposed to individual liberty is

deeplyfell and memorably expressed. Thus fa1 however, this was

u pôtitlott shared by many contemporaries, such as F. A. Hayek,
Kárl Popper and facob Talmon.' The originality of Berlin's anti-
commuñism is twofold. First, he analyses the Marxist threat to
liberty not merely as a rejection or devaluing, but as a hijacking ald
subsequent corruption of the idea. The problem is ¡ot outright
opposition to freedom, but a more insidious betrayal- of 

-the 
very

côñcept of freedom by political leaders and intellectuals. Secondly,

Berlin hints that the roots of the betrayal lie deeper than the crude
logic of Sovietism or even the more sophisticated system of Marx.
Rither, the sources of Stalinist tyranny are to be found at the heart
of modern political thought, in both its romantic and scientistic
streams.

In this chapter I discuss Berlin's work of the early 1950s in-three
sections. Firsf,I examine those of his pieces that are most explicitly
shots fired in the Cold War. The second section traces Berlin's
archaeology of Soviet totalitarianism at the deeper level of deter-
minist historical theory. In the third section I set out his account of
the most prominent 'enemies of human liberty' of modern times,
preparingthe ground for my treatment of 'Two Concepts of Liberty'
in the next chapter.
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